Abstract-In this paper we propose a phrase-based translation system. In the system, we use phrase translation model instead of word-based model. An improved method to compute phrase translation probability is studied. A phrase-based decoder we developed employs a beam search algorithm, in which some target language words that have both high frequency of appearance and also fertility zero are introduced to make the result more reasonable. We improve the previously proposed tracing back algorithm to get the best path. Some experiments concerned are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical machine translation is a promising approach to large vocabulary text translation. In the early 90s, IBM developed Candide system [1] . From then, many statistical machine translation systems have been proposed [2] [3] . These systems applied a translation model and a target languages model to fulfill the translation process. Due to the intrinsic weakness of purely word-based translation model on which the original IBM system was based, the phrase-based statistical machine translation systems have been proposed. Yamada and Knight used phrase translation in a syntax-based translation system [4] ; March and Wong introduced a jointprobability model for phrase translation [5] ; and the CMU has improved their systems with phrase translation capability [6] .
Our system applies phrase-based translation model to capture the corresponding relationship between two languages. We propose a formula to compute the phrase translation probability through word alignment. The phrase-based decoder we developed employs a beam search algorithm, similar to the one in [7] , but some target language words that have both high appearance frequency and also fertility zero are introduced, and a different tracing back algorithm to find the best path is proposed. Because the quality of translations is largely dependent on the quality of phrase translation pairs extracted from bilingual corpora. Our system studied four methods to extract bilingual phrase pairs, we describe these methods and phrase-based translation model in Section II. [9] . For a source phrase that ranges from position il to j2 in sentence, we can get the corresponding target phrase's beginning position and ending position to 0-7803-9361-9/05/$20.00 02005 IEEE extract the phrase translation. Like the method described in A., a given factor that prevents the length of the phrase pairs differ greatly is needed.
D. Extracting Phrase Pair by Giza++ Toolkit
The Giza++ toolkit can be used to establish word-based alignments. There are a number of heuristics to improve this alignment and extract phrase pair accordingly. Our system uses the method similar to [7] : the parallel corpus is aligned bidirectionally, some additional alignment points are added to the intersection of the two alignments. All alignment phrase pairs are collected which are consistent with the word alignment: the words in a legal phrase pair are only aligned to each other, and not to words outside [10] .
E. Phrase Translation Probability CMU used the phrase translation probability formula that is based on the IBM 1 alignment model [6] : p (c e) = |Ep(ci I ej) (1) iij This method has a drawback: If only one word of source phrase has no appropriate corresponding word in target phrase, the phrase translation probability will be small. Because there are many auxiliary words and empty words in Chinese, this problem is more serious. To prevent this, we use the word alignment generated by the IBM model 4 to divide the whole phrase pair into several small phrase pair blocks. That is, in the phrase translations, if one source word aligns to several target words or several source words align to one target word, they are selected to form a block, thus the phrase translation probability formula becomes: p(c I e) = (-ZZp(cik I ej ))ni (2) i ni k j where i in the number of the small phrase translation blocks divided, k in the number of words in the ith phrase block, and j in the number of the target words in the phrase, ni is the total number of words in block i.
III. DECODING
The decoding process works in two stages: First, the phrase translations should be generated for the input text, this is done before the searching begin. Second, the search process takes place, through which phrase translation model, language model, distortion model and length model will be applied. Both steps will now be described in more detail.
A. Translation Options A phrase translation table can be achieved through a bilingual corpus by the methods introduced in Section II. Given a input text, all the phrase translations concerned can be applied by searching through the translation table, each applicable phrase translation for the source language phrase could be called translation option [7] . They are stored with some information about the source phrase, the target phrase and phrase translation probability.
B. Searching algorithm
The phrase-based decoder we developed employs a beam search similar to the one used by [7] . But considering the difference of expression habit between Chinese and English, some words must be complemented when translating Chinese sentence into English, for example some articles as a, an, the, some prepositions as "of " and so on. All these words that appear frequently are difficult to extract, they are words that have zero fertility and correspond to NULL in IBM Model 4, we call them F-zerowords. So after every new hypothesis expanded, F-zerowords can be applied, that is to say, a NULL is added after the source phrase translated. Because perhaps not all words of the input sentence are necessary to be translated, we select the final hypothesis of the best translation in the last several stacks according to their scores when tracing back. This is different from that in [7] . We describe in detail.
The decoder starts with an initial hypothesis. The initial hypothesis has two kinds: one is an empty hypothesis where no source phrase are translated and no target phrases are generated, the other is that generating F-zerowords and corresponding to a NULL we supposed at the beginning of the input text.
New hypotheses are expanded from the currently existing hypotheses as follows: If the target phrase of the existing hypothesis is F-zeroword, a source phrase that has not been translated and one of it's translation options are selected. If the target phrase is not F-zeroword, there are two choices: one is expanding to a hypothesis which is achieved as that described justly, the other is to a hypothesis by selecting one of the Fzerowords as output, this corresponds to a NULL which added into the input text after the source phrase of the existing hypothesis. A example of hypothesis expansion is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The hypotheses are stored in different stacks each of them has a sequence number. The odd stack S2p_, contains all hypotheses whose target phrases are not F-zerowords and in which p source words have been translated so far. The even stack 52p contains all hypotheses whose target phrases are Fzerowords and in which p source words have been translated accumulatively. We recombine search hypotheses as done in [11] , and prune out weak hypotheses based on the probability they incurred so far and a future score estimated like that in [7] . All these reduce the number of hypotheses stored in stacks to speed up the decoder. The current probability of the new hypothesis is the probability of the original hypothesis multiplied with the translation, distortion, language and length probability of the added phrase translation. The distortion model allows for reordering of the input sentence, it is computed as follows: Fig. 1 . A illustration of hypothesis expansion: C, E, and P mean the current Chinese phrase translated, the corresponding English phrase and the probability so far respectively. In this example, the input Chinese sentence is: At PD(e,c)= A I ai -bi-l-1 1 (3) where ai denotes the start position of the source phrase that was translated into the i th target phrase, and bi_, denotes the end position of the source phrase that was translated into the (i -1) th target phrase. The model is weighted by a parameter.
The hypotheses are generated continuously until all the words of the input sentence have been translated. Then, by searching through not the final stack which covers all the source words, but the final several odd stacks, we find the final hypothesis of the best translation according to the accumulative score: Sbest = argmax{Pf} (4) S where P, is the accumulative probability of the hypothesis S,
The tracing back method we used denoted as backl is different from that in [7] denoted as back2, our experiments show the better performance of our method in Section IV.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We carried a number of experiments on Chinese-to-English translation tasks. A 31.6M bilingual corpus are used as training data for comparing different phrase translation extraction methods, investigating the effect of F-zerowords and the trace back method we used . We used a 60.9M bilingual corpus as training data to test the different effect of some maximum numbers of translation options for each source phrase. 1000 sentences of length 5-20 were reserved for testing of all the experiments.
A. Different Phrase Pairs Extraction Approaches
First, we compared the performance of the four methods and their combination for phrase translation extraction: extracting phrase pairs directly through IBM Model 4 (EDM), from HMM alignment model (HMM), integrated segmentation and phrase alignment (ISA) and Giza++ toolkit (Giza++). Table I . gives the results of each method and their combination. All the experiments used the decoder we described before.
From Table I ., we see that each phrase translation extraction approach gives different phrase pair numbers and translation results. The phrase pairs number from ISA is the least, EDM only extracts phrase pairs whose source language phrase is composed of two or three words, but the translation results of EDM and HMM are almost the same, the ISA's result is a little higher. The Giza++ extracts the most phrase pairs of the four methods, the translation result from it is superior to other methods. Combining these methods always leads to some improvement.
B. Comparing Backl with Back2
We also performed experiments to compare backl with back2, the results are showed in Table II. In the table, M means word-based translation model, +NFO means Fzerowords are not applied, +FO means F-zerowords are applied. We can see the result of the word-based system with back2 and no F-zerowords introduced is the lowest . When the tracing back method used in [7] is replaced by the method proposed by us, the result increases 0.0086 from 0.1833 to 0.1919 with no F-zerowords. The result increases more obviously from 0.2372 with back2 to 0.2663 with backl when F-zerowords are applied. When extracting phrase by Giza++, the result also goes up owning to using backl. All these show Backl is superior to back2 because some source language words are not necessary to be translated.
C. The role ofF-zerowords
From In the Table II1 , _sortn means selecting n translation options of the highest probability for each source phrase, 100 translation options proved to be sufficient. When translating 1000 sentences of 5-20 words, the result increases from 0.3418 to 0.3452, and the decoding time drops form 126 minutes to 45 minutes. That is to say, we achieved fast decoding and better performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, this paper presents a phrase-based statistical machine translation system including methods to extract phrase translations from a bilingual corpus, the phrase translation model, along with the decoding framework. Our experiments show that phrase-based translation gets much better performance than traditional word-based methods. The F-zerowords usually play an important role in the decoding, and the tracing back method we used is superior to that used in [7] . Selecting a certain number of top-high-probability translation options for each source phrase may lead to fast decoding speed and high quality. Although we apply four methods to extract phrase pairs, for some source language phrase, the better translation option's probability is not ensured to be higher than that of bad ones. We plan to do some studies about processing the phrase pairs extracted and computing the phrase translation probability.
